Idaho Content Standards
Social Studies Concepts And Vocabulary Grades 6 - 12
U.S. History I
*This word list is not to be taught to students. The list is only reflective of concepts that students
may encounter in classroom or state assessments.
*The words in this list are intended to match the language of instruction to the language of
assessment.
Students are expected to know and apply VOCABULARY from previous grades.

Standard 1: History
history
ethnic groups
racial groups
compare
contrast
cultural influence
social influence
cause
effect
conflict
war
religious motive
political motive
economic motive
immigrant
consequences
involuntary servitude
federal policy
treaty
removal
reservation
allotment
contemporary
interpret
points of view
participant
observer

resistance
assimilation
scientific invention
technological invention
social life
economic life
modes of transportation
economic prosperity
national unity
exploration
interaction
native peoples
territorial expansion
internal conflict
external conflict
diverse cultures
17th Century
18th Century
European explorers
European settlements
Jamestown
The American Revolution
The Civil War
Reconstruction
American Indians
Manifest Destiny

Standard 2: Geography
maps
globes
graphs
charts
databases
models
landform
piedmont
plateau
basin
elevation
tributary
climate
tundra
prairie
savanna
canal

urban
suburban
rural
metropolitan area
estuary
drought
backcountry
tidewater
earthworks
annex
cession
province
urbanization
physical environment
political development
economic development
westward migration
Standard 3: Economics

economics
profit
risk
stock
raw materials
professional trade
company
export
import
debtor
budget
inflation
commerce
supply
demand
natural resource
conservation
tariff
taxation
monopoly
barter
embargo

depression
boycott
boom
bust
capital
human resource
division of labor
consumer good
stock market
unemployment
rationing
interest
trade-off
opportunity cost
entrepreneur
free enterprise
market economy
deficit
economic region
diverse economy
interest rate
middle class

Standard 4: Civics and Government
constitutional democracy
colonial assembly
liberty
equality
common good
majority rule
minority rights
executive branch
legislative branch
judicial branch
federalism
reserved powers

delegated powers
exclusive powers
concurrent powers
civic participation
civil rights
political rights
Mayflower Compact
Bacon’s Rebellion
Declaration of Independence
Articles of Confederation
Constitution of the United States
Bill of Rights
Standard 5: Global Perspectives

foreign policy
alliance
isolationism
imperialism
national interest

foreign interest
The War of 1812
Monroe Doctrine
The Mexican War
The Spanish-American War

